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Thus he conquered the details of the operation and allowed the
main proposition to take care of itself. During this period of two
years he was constantly in Europe, spending much of his ,time at
the by-product mines of Germany, shuttling back and forth across
the ocean like a commuter. Meanwhile, four great mine-shafts were
going down in Washington County. Father had made one mis-
calculation, but a serious one. It had been his theory that if enough
entries were driven through the coal body, the mine would drain
itself of gas, with the help of ordinary ventilating machinery. As
it proved, the gas made faster than the fans could drive it out, and
the mine remained dangerous. Open lights were forbidden, and
all mining work had to be carried on by compressed air. The differ-
ence in cost between compressed air and electricity, which was
proscribed in gaseous mines, might easily have been the difference
between success and failure, to say nothing of the increased
efficiency of labour in a well-lighted mine, breathing good
air.
About this time occurred an accident that showed Father's con-
sideration for animals. It was a rigid rule in the Ellsworth mines
that no coal could be shot down until the fire-boss had pronounced
the air safe. One morning a cutting gang disregarded the rule.
There was an explosion which set two mines on fire. Both had to
be pumped full of water from a creek.
No human lives were lost, but the mule boss reported that when
he was herding out his stock, one of the mules broke away and
disappeared. Father, who was at the mine that day, was frantic at
the poor mule's plight. The pumps had started; the animal would
be trapped and drowned. Father offered a thousand dollars to any-
one who would bring the mule up alive. Several miners tried it, but
were driven back by gas and smoke. When the mine had been
pumped dry, Father was comforted to learn that the mule had been
peacefully gassed to sleep before the water caught it.
, Gas remained a menace not only to Hie but to the success of the
whole enterprise; and in that firm way of his, which would not
take no for an answer* Father demanded better ventilation. The
engineers shook their heads helplessly. The mine's 25-foot fans
were the most powerful made. At a conference with ventilation
men in Pittsburgh, a young engineer £rom the mine said that he

